
 

ICDAC Workshop on “Data Optimisation and Security” 

 

About Workshop: We are organising a joint conference workshop on “Data 
Optimisation and Security (DO & S)” as a part of ICDAC-2022 (May 28-29) 
[Conference Website: https://wku.edu.cn/en/icdac/] 

Data Optimization and Security: 

Data optimization and security refers to the collection of data and managing it 
efficiently to maximize the speed and effectiveness of extracting, analyzing, and 
utilizing critical information while maintaining  its security.  It maintains a practical 
perspective while offering theoretical explanations. 

 Workshop Features: 

 A wide range of case studies and examples derived from real-life scenarios 
that map theoretical explanations with real incidents. 

 Descriptions of data optimization and security tools related to various 
academic disciplines with their unique features, and the working steps for 
acquiring related experience. 

 Novel contributions in designing data optimization and security techniques. 

 Discussion and analysis of data optimization and security that is important 
because of extensive use of data optimization techniques to meet the 
organizational and research demands of data security and computing 
requirements. 

The workshop offers a timely venue for researchers, academicians and industry 
partners working in the field of data optimisation and security to present and discuss 
their latest research findings and results which are important for societal and 
economical benefits. 

The objective of this workshop is to bring the researchers together who interact with 
data optimisation and security and want to understand and explore it more. The 
workshop provides venue for data optimisation and learning techniques in various 
academic disciplines including machine learning, signal processing, data mining, 
computer vision, network and security. Both studies on theoretical and 
mathematical foundation are welcomed. 

 



Accepted papers that are presented at workshop/conference will be included in 
conference proceedings and published in Scopus and EI indexed Springer 
Proceedings (https://www.springer.com/series/15362).  
Authors can register for free with no publication fees. Authors will get the 
certificate after successfully completing the event. The submission link is provided 
below: 

Submission Link-https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=icdac2022 
 

Dates and time: 28-29 May 2022   

Mode: f2f/ hybrid/online 

Venue: Department of Computer Science, Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar 
University, Lucknow, India.  

Organizer: 

 Dr. Manoj Kumar  
Assistant Professor,  
Department of Computer Science,  
Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar University, (A Central University) 
Lucknow, India. 
Email: mkjnuiitr@gmail.com 


